MULCH FIELDS BY COVERING THE GROUND WITH GRASS OR CROP RESIDUE FOR IMPROVED YIELDS

HOW COME MY FARM IS NOT AS PRODUCTIVE AS MY NEIGHBOR’S?

I DID WELL TO MULCH MY FIELD. MY CROP IS DOING WELL DESPITE THE DRY SPELL

MULCHING IMPROVES SOIL MOISTURE, SUPRESSES WEEDS, ENHANCES SOIL FERTILITY & REDUCES EROSION
PHIMBIRANI M’MINDA NDI UDZU KAPENA ZOTSALIRA ZA M’MUNDA KUTI MUKOLOLE ZOCHULUKA

CHIMANGA CHANGA SICHIKUKULA BWINNO NGATI MOMWE CHIKUKULIRA CHA A BENGOMUNDAMOSAYALA MAPESIMUNDAMOYALA MAPESI

NDINACHITA BWINO KUYALA MAPESI. MBEWU ZANGA ZIKUKULA BWINO NGAKHALE KULING’AMBA

KUPHIMBIRA KUMATETEZA NTHAKA KUTI ISAKOKOLOKE, KUMATHANDIZA KUTI NTHAKA IZISUNGA MADZI, KUMAONJEZERA CHONDE M’NTHAKA KOMANSONOKUMACHEPETSA TCHIRE M’MUNDA
PRACTICE CROP ASSOCIATION TO ENHANCE SOIL FERTILITY AND REDUCE OCCURRENCE OF DISEASES AND PESTS

INTERPLANT AND ROTATE CROPS OF THE GRASS FAMILY SUCH AS MAIZE WITH LEGUMINOUS CROPS SUCH AS COWPEA AND GROUNDNUTS
CHITANI ULIMI WAKASAKANIZA KOMANSO WAKASINTHASINTHA KUTI MUCHEPETSE KUFALA KWA TIZIROMBO NDI MATENDA KOMANSO KUTI MUONJEZERE CHONDE M’NTHAKA

CHITANI KASAKANIZA KOMANSO KASINTHASINTHA WA MBEWU ZA MGULU LA UDZU MONGA CHIMANGA NDI MBEWU ZA MGULU LA NYEMBA MONGA MTEDZA
LEADERS MUST TAKE A LEADING ROLE IN PREVENTING AND MANAGING CONFLICTS ARISING FROM ADOPTION OF MULCHING

EDUCATE COMMUNITIES OF THE IMPORTANCE OF MULCHING AND SET BY-LAWS TO PROTECT MULCHED FIELDS
ATSOGOLERI AKUYENERA KUTHANDIZA ANTHU AWO KUPEWA KOMANSO KUTHETSA MIKANGANO YOKHUDZANA NDI NKHANI ZA ULIMI OYALA MAPESI

ATSOGOLERI, PHUNZITSANI ANTHU ANU ZA KUFUNIKA KWA ULIMI WA MPHIMBIRA NDIPO KHAZIKITSANI MLAMULO OTETEZA MINDA IMENE MULI MPHIMBIRA